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IN THE UNITED STATES

Circuit Court of Appeals

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT.

Brief of

MILLS 6c GIBB,
Appellants,

vs.

W. T. LEWIS and EDWARD W.
FORGY, as Trustee of the 1 APDelleeS,

Estate of Fixen & Co.,

Appellees.

Appellants' statement of the case is satisfactory.

ARGUMENT.

It is claimed, as Appellants surmise it might be, that the

decision of this Court inForgy vs. Field, 102 Fed. Rep. ,295,

not only " practically decides " the question here presented

adversely to Appellants' contention, but that it is decisive.

As appears, that appeal was taken in this same bank-

ruptcy matter of Fixen & Co. by the trustee, appellee

here; and we think it proper to say the object of that
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appeal was to make a "test case." Nothing in Appellants'

brief has modified our opinion that the decision and opinion

in that case are what we hoped to obtain, viz. : a guidance

for the officers of the bankruptcy court covering the whole

field of preferences as affecting the allowance of claims.

After that decision had gone down the referee was bound by it

and could not have decided the case at bar otherwise than he

did without ignoring the plain directions of the opinion.

Appellant's brief quotes from that opinion an abstract

proposition and remarks "that was the only question pre-

sented or decided." We think counsel are mistaken and that

a careful examination of the decision will show that several

other points were decided- And it is fundamental that the

abstract propositions laid down in opinions of courts, draw all

their vitality as law from the concrete facts before the court.

Therefore, to determine whether the decision in Forgy vs.

Field is controlling in the case at bar we must look not only

at some abstract statement of law in the opinion but we

should compare the Statement of Facts in the two cases. It

is not necessary to extend this brief to set them out but as

counsel have not seen fit to attempt to differentiate the facts

in the case at bar from those in the Field case we need only

remark that they are identical, save only, that in the Field

case some goods were sold to Fixen & Co. after the prefer-

ential payment, while in the case at bar none were sold after

the payment. In this respect the Field case gave some

ground for one of Appellants' arguments not found in the case

at bar. It may be that counsel advance a new argument

from the same facts but it must be presumed that the argu-

ment was considered by the Court before it reached the de-

cision that the facts stated constituted a preference. It was

necessary for the Court to decide, and it did decide, that a given
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set of facts made a preference as against the claim of Mar-

shall Field & Co. Surely nothing is simpler than that the

same set of facts as against the claim of Appellants must also

constitute a preference. And if the decision in Forgy vs.

Field was right on the facts there—and we do not under-

stand Appellants to contend against this or to be asking the

Court to overrule itself—then the same facts here must call

for the same decision. It will be noticed that the payments

in question were made to both creditors on the same day. The

decision in Forgy vs. Field was binding upon the referee below,

and he properly so regarded it in deciding that Appellants had

received a preference.

With reference to the facts in the case at bar, therefore, this

Court has already decided in the language of the opinion in

Forgy vs. Field

:

"The payment of money, therefore, by an insol-

vent to an unsecured creditor within the statutory

period, must be considered a transfer of his prop-

erty, constituting- a preference under Sec. 60a of the

Bankruptcy Act, the enforcement of which transfer

would allow one creditor to . obtain a greater per-

centage of his debt than any other creditor of the

same class."

And again :

"When a creditor presents a bona fide claim

against the bankrupt estate, the question to be deter-

mined is, has the creditor received a 'preference' in

his dealings with the bankrupt? If he has, the claim

cannot be allowed."

And again,

"The statute itself has furnished us with this in-

formation: (1) That a payment of money is a

transfer of property; (2) a transfer of property by

an insolvent debtor, whereby his creditor obtains

a greater percentage of his debt than any other cred-
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itor of his class, is a preference; (3) a claim of a

creditor who has received a preference shall not be

allowed, unless such creditor shall surrender his pref-

erence."

And again

:

"This construction (that sought by appellees in that

case) would require that the creditor's claim should

be allowed under the present Act, unless it should be

established that the creditor had reasonable cause

to believe that the preference was made or given by

the debtor contrary to the provisions of the Act. To

give the Act this construction, we must do that which

Congress has failed to do, namely, interpolate the

qualifying provision of the former Act. This we

cannot do. . . . It is our business to execute

the law as we find it, and not to make or modify it."

And again

:

"If the creditor is innocent in the transaction, he

has his option to retain the payment and waive his

claim to the balance of the account, or he may sur-

render the payment and present his claim for the

whole account. He will do that which will be to his

best interest, and his loss, in any event, will be one of

degree."

We cannot but think that the decision of this Court in Forgy

v. Field has left nothing to be decided here. And we would

rest our case but for the fact that counsel of eminent pro-

fessional standing, supporting themselves by the solemn opin-

ion of a court of the United States, with apparent serious-

ness, brief an argument which we should not pass unnoticed.

And what is their new argument? We fail to see

that it conforms to their specifications of errors, which

require them to show that the payment here in question

is not a preference at all. The prayer of their brief

also goes on the assumption that they have received no
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preference whatever. They ask to have their claim al-

lowed in full. But their argument concedes, as does the

opinion of Mr. Referee Eastman, which they adopt in toto

for its "reasons," that the payment of $288.66 on May

29, 1900, was a preference, but that for the considerations

advanced they are entitled to some sort of set-off or general

relief in equity—their brief not being clear as to just how

this set-off should be applied—because they sold more goods

during the four months than they received by way of "prefer-

ential payment." Because they have "enriched the estate."

It might be pointed out that there is no proof that the goods

sold by Appellants to Fixen & Co. or their value, are now a

part of the fund in the hands of the trustee for equitable dis-

tribution among creditors, and certainly there is no presump-

tion—for it is not in accord with common experience—that

goods sold, or their value, during the four months preceding

the filing of the petition, are always found as a part of the

bankrupt estate. And the whole argument assumes that

Appellants' $755.38 worth of goods are now a part of the

fund in which they are seeking to share with all other creditors.

But suppose they are right in this assumption, does not the

payment to Mills & Gibb give them, if enforced, a greater per-

centage of their debt than can be obtained by other creditors

—

especially creditors who sold as much or more goods during

the four months and received no payments? Counsel are con-

fused by not keeping to the statutory definition of preference.

But why extend the argument to show that Appellants' con-

tention is without equity? The full and conclusive answer to

all such contentions is that Congress has not so written the law.

In the Field case this Court said it could not adopt the con-

struction there urged because it would require an interpolation

which the court had no power to make. The construction Ap-
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pellants desire would necessitate a still more extended inter-

polation, for we should have to tack on to Sec. 57g, and possibly

6oa, a proviso something like this: " Unless the creditor has

sold goods during the four months preceding the filing of the

petition in bankruptcy which have become a part of the bank-

rupt estate and are in value an amount exceeding the payment

in which case the payment is not to be deemed a preference."

To give the Act their construction this much at least must be

read into the Act where Congress seems ex Indus tria to have

omitted it. And if it were not that the brief would be extended

unduly a few practical illustrations would reduce the rule laid

down by Mr. Eastman to an absurdity which can hold no

equity. Suppose, as is often the case and as it certainly is in

bankruptcy of this nature, all or at least many of the credi-

tors sold goods during this four months but only a few of

them received payments—how would the rule be applied ?

Congress alone could have made a rule to provide

for creditors who sell goods to bankrupts within the four

months as Appellants seem to ask the court to provide for

them. Congress could have made them as to such items a class

of preferred creditors. The court cannot add to the list of

preferred creditors if it were so disposed, and in view of the

decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit

in Columbus Electric Co. vs. Worden, 99 Fed. 400, the opinion

which is adopted by this Court in Forgy vs. Field, there can

be no doubt that such a rule would be inequitable if congress

had made it.

In the opinion of Mr. Referee Eastman he undertakes to

base his rule upon three points of the Act, and while it is

evident that he himself suggests the answer that withdraws

each of his points in turn from beneath his argument so that
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it appears to fall of its own weight, we wish briefly to notice

the points.

Sec. 60c, he says, gives him the authority to apply this so-

called equitable doctrine of set-off. And while the answer

to this, to wit, the act itself, is conclusive in all cases, it is only

necessary here to suggest that to admit the fact essential to its

application is to deny the major premise of his whole argument,

i.e. .admit the payment to be "recoverable" and the creditor of

his solicitude is removed from the class his argument is de-

signed to favor—he becomes a "guilty'' creditor, for whom

equity sheds no tears. But Sec. 60c does not apply to Mills

& Gibb, for they sold no goods after they received the payment.

Sec. 68a is another leg to his tripod that points the way of

escape from the provisions viewed by this Court, and also

by that for the Seventh Circuit, as "working out the highest

equity between creditors." But he does not use "mutual

debts or mutual credits" in the sense they are used by the

Act. There are no reciprocal demands and never have been

between Appellants and the bankrupt estate. To hold that

there are is to hold them "guilty creditors" and make the pay-

ment "recoverable."

One leg of the tripod remains. It is not referred to any

section of the Act, but seems to be something like this : "If

the Court cannot find its authority in the Act then the Court

will amend the Act.'" And this on a mistaken conception of

the requirements of equity. As already shown, the Court

cannot do this even at the behest of equity, and as in the

case at bar equity does not call for it, there is left no founda-

tion of reason or power upon which the Court can act as

requested by Appellants.

In conclusion, we trust the Court will see fit again to re-

affirm its opinion of the high equities which support the pro-
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visions of the Bankruptcy Act relating to the effect of prefer-

ences received upon the allowance of claims. That this "in-

firmity of the common law," which still lingers as a right in

the estimation of many creditors who find themselves halted

by the Bankruptcy Act and compelled to ask only for their

share of the estate remaining for all creditors, may be still

further shown to have been effectually removed by the plain,

unambiguous requirements of the statute. Which, to be law

at all, must establish uniform conditions for the allowance

of claims ; for if this most important feature of the adminis-

tration of estates in bankruptcy, to-wit, the proof and allow-

ance of claims, is not fixed and regulated by positive rules

found in the Act itself, but is left to the varying notions of the

referees sitting as chancellors, there can be no uniformity, and

hence neither law nor equity in the practical administration of

bankrupt estates.

We submit that the decision of the District Court was right

and that the judgment should be affirmed.

Respectfully submitted.

I. H. Johnson,

Solicitor for Objecting Creditor and Trustee.

Edward W. Forgy,

Trustee in propria persona.


